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1.Backround
The underground storm water drainage network in Kandy was constructed more than a century
ago with major brick and stone masonry outfall and peripheral drains of varying shapes and sizes.
The main surface water collector drainage network is more than 10km long and comprises of
brick/stone masonry tunnels of about 1.8km long, peripheral drains of about 6.7km within the grid
city and approximately 1.6km of peripheral drains outside the Grid City. The tunnel drains traverse
underneath the roads, buildings, shops, main bus stand and railway tracks within the city. There
are three main underground storm water drains namely Yatinuwara, Meda Ela and the Bogambara.
The system is expected to function to serve the storm water drainage needs of the Kandy Municipal
Council (KMC) area and reduce the incidence of flooding and thereby improves the health and
sanitation conditions of the urban community.
As per the condition survey carried out by the TTI Consultant Engineers, it was revealed the high
risk with regards to public safety due to the dilapidated state of the tunnel network. It confirmed
that the existing drains have serious structural problems such as severe erosion of invert, extensive
loss of mortar in the brick masonry and displaced at the crown in certain sections of the drain.
Having identified the gravity and the seriousness of this public safety issue and the importance of
the dire need for rehabilitation of the underground drainage network, the former Ministry of
Megapolis and Western Development (currently the Ministry of Housing, Water Supply and
Housing Facilities) proposed to include the improvement to existing drainage underground
network as part of the Strategic City Development Project (SCDP) for Kandy City. It is proposed
to rehabilitate the storm water drainage system by installing GRP (Glass fiber Reinforced Plastic)
liners. This will reduce the overflowing of the storm water and enable the areas to cope up with
the high volume of storm water generated.
A Social Screening Report (SSR) prepared based on the design and estimate submitted by the TTI
Consulting Engineers for the subproject was cleared by the World Bank on 04.11.2016. The
assessment of the impacts of the subproject was focused on the 11 manholes and 02 ventilation
shafts which were included in the design. The design consultant was unable to identify the
operational working shafts as it needed to be done by the contractor according to the convenient
implementation requirements for them. Therefore, after awarding the contract in April 2018, a
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proposal was submitted by the contractor with the approval of the supervision consultant which
included 8 working shafts, 10 secondary working shafts and 3 open trenches, altogether in 21
locations.
Working Shaft (WS) is a primary shaft required for launching GRP liner pipes, comprising four
profiles (sizes) and installation of the GRP liner pipes within the tunnel. The average size of the
WS is 3.8m X 2.6m. Secondary Working Shafts (SWS) are required for making connection of
incoming new Grid City Drains (known as Peripheral Drains) on either side of the roads connecting
to Yatinuwara Veediya, and service drains from the properties along Yatinuwara Veediya. The
average size of the SWS is 3m X 1.75m. Some of them will be used for removal of concrete roof
slab and beams from the repaired tunnel sections in the downstream section of the tunnel. Open
Trenches (OT) are needed to hack and remove the existing RC wall and Roof slab in the tunnel
which was constructed during the repair of collapsed tunnel sections in the past years.
Scope of the work is the excavation of test pits, installation of internal support before excavations,
installation of water barricades and shoring, excavation of working shafts (8), open trenches (3)
and service shafts (04), utility diversion, insertion of NC-GRP pipes, connecting each pipes,
connection to peripherals drain, grouting works, backfilling, road restorations, installation of new
GRP manhole, manhole construction with cover and pavement restoration.
The social team accordingly started working out the revised Social Impact Mitigation Plan (SIMP)
by assessing the anticipated impacts of the sub project. Several steps were followed in assessment
of anticipated impacts. At first, SCDP social team informed the contractor through consultant to
mark the project impact area on the ground in order to identify the impacts. Thereafter a joint visit
was conducted with the participation of consultant-contractor team to identify the structures
situated in the impact area. Individual consultations were started just after marking the impact area
on the ground. Accordingly, SCDP social team initiated the consultations joining with relevant
representatives of the contractor-consultant.
While conducting individual consultations with affected parties, mitigatory measures for impacts
were also identified. To get further suggestions a World Bank safeguard consultant joined a field
inspection with consultant, contractor and SCDP team. As per the recommendation of the World
Bank safeguard counterpart, it was agreed to further screen the level of impact. To address the
recommendation of the WB consultant, a joint visit was conducted with the consultant and
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contractor, reassessed the impact and could be able to reduce the affected structures from 42 to 16.
Having considered the request made by the SCDP social team regarding possible options for
reducing number of locations for excavations along the road, the consultant resubmitted the revised
plan of excavation points. According to the revised plan it was able to reduce excavation points
from 21 to 15 as 08 working shafts, 04 secondary working shafts and 03 open tranches. Finally,
further assessment of impacts was jointly done with contractor and consultant, the number of
temporary affected structures was reduced from 16 to 06 which included 03 commercial premises,
02 churches and 01 school. Two to three months of duration will be the estimated construction
work period for one location. Necessary changes were made to construction program accordingly
such as; avoid the construction activities during Perahera period, plan the installation works for
the night workman shifts, and suspend the works on certain days to avoid social activities. A traffic
management plan was also prepared and approved by the Traffic Committee of Kandy Municipal
Council held on 09.10.2019 addressing the impacts identified in the field level. Detailed
assessment and mitigation measures for 06 structures are explained in next chapter.
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2. Status of Temporary Affected Structures and Proposed Mitigatory
Measures
The rehabilitation activities of the tunnel will be mostly carried out during night time, so that the
impact on the structures and business activities could be minimized. The subproject will not cause
any full or partial damages to structures or incomes of the business establishments situated in the
impact area. However, there will be temporary impacts on traffic movements along Yatinuwara
Veediya which will be addressed through the implementation of a traffic management plan that
identified alternative traffic arrangements and approved by the Traffic Management Committee of
the Kandy Municipal Council.
Disturbances to the pedestrians will be mitigated through a comprehensive Health and Safety plan
prepared by the contractor and approved by the supervision consultant. Temporary construction
related impacts on 03 business premises situated along Yatinuwara Veediya will be mitigated
through alternative arrangements agreed with shop owners. Temporary disturbances due to
narrowing pedestrian walk and the access points of two churches will be mitigated by providing
alternative accesses as agreed with the management of the two churches. The only school, St
Sylvester’s College situated in the impact area will not have adverse impact. However, proper
awareness creation program planned to be conducted for the school community on managing road
crossings during mornings and afternoons with regular coordination with the school community.
Furthermore, Traffic Police in Kandy will deploy two additional police officers in addition to the
traffic wardens to be deployed by the contractor to manage road traffic during peak hours. A
temporary police hut will be established closer to the junction in front of Meramaccum mosque as
per the request of the traffic police.
Details of anticipated impacts with mitigation measures are explained in Table 1. Traffic Police
officials of Kandy Police station, Environment and Social Safeguard Officer and Safety Officers
of the contractor are responsible for implementing the Social Impact Mitigation Plan (SIMP)
including traffic management plan at the site whereas, TTI Safety Engineer and Municipal
Engineer appointed for the project are responsible for supervision work and SCDP safeguard team
is responsible for monitoring the implementation works.
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Table 1:Status of affected structures and proposed migratory measures
Construction
activity
Main
Working
shaft No.1

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure

(Length 3.0m
Width 2.6m)

Chainage
0+8.927

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
December
2019 to
February
2020

-Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts

WS – 01

Located in front of
the Hemamali Girls’
School on Hill
street/ Kotugodella
Veediya Junction

-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
11.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
12.Provide display boards to inform the public

Main
Working
Shaft No.2
WS - 02
(3.0 x5.0
elbow
shaped)

Situated at the
junction of
YatinuwaraVeediya
– Hill Street
Rail Crossing
Wariyapola Sri
Sumangala
Mawatha and
Asgiriya temple
Road
Located at the edge
of the 3rd Traffic
lane on
YatinuwaraVeediya
and Hill Street
Chainage 0+075

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the 3rd traffic
lane of the
specific
location of the
road from
November
2019 to
January 2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Remove existing islands of the junction during the construction
period enabling two-way traffic movement.
3.Allocate a two feet strip of the walk way to expand area for vehicle
movement
4.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
5.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure
6.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
7.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
8. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
9.Deploy two police officials during peak traffic times of the day
10.Establish a convenient hut for traffic police.
11.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with steel plate
and hard water barricades
12.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
13.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
14.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
15.Provide display boards to inform the public

Open
Trenches
OT- 01
(Length 3.5m
Width 2.6 m)
OT -02
(Length 5.0m
Width 2.6 m)
OT- 03
(Length 5.0m
Width 2.6 m)

On the rear side of
St. Antony’s Church
at Yatinuwara
Veediya
& St. Sylvester’s
College
/
YatinuwaraVeediya
Open trenches OT –
2 & OT – 03 are
located on either
side of the rear
entrance to St.
Antony’s Church
Chainage
For OT – 01
0+110
For OT – 02
00+145
For OT – 03
00+154

Pedestrians
including St.
Sylvester’s
school
community,
vehicle
movement
and rare side
access gate of
the St.
Antony’s
Church (on
Sundays) of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
November
2019 to
January 2020.
(OT-01 and
02 from Nov.
2019 to Dec.
2020 and OT03 from Nov.
2019 to
Jan.2019)

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire Open Trench area will be covered during day with hard
water barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public
-Conduct awareness session for the relevant teachers and prefects of
the Sylvester’s College
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Construction
activity
Main
Working
Shaft No. 3
WS - 03
(Width
Breadth 2.7 x
6.50)

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure

Located on
YatinuwaraVeediya
Cross Street
Junction on
Northern side

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
December
2019 to
February
2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;

Chainage 0+199.678

1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Service
Working
Shaft No. 01
SWS 01
(Length 2.5m
Width 1.5 m)

On
YatinuwaraVeediya
After the after
YatinuwaraVeediya
Cross Street
Junction towards the
Southern side of
Cross Street
Chainage
0+230.902

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
November
2019 to
February
2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Located near the
shop Tharanga
Electricals

Mitigation Measure

3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Service
Working
Shaft No.2
SWS 02

YatinuwaraVeediya
near Kumara
Veediya junction on
the Northern side of
Kumara Veediya

(Length 2.5m
Width 1.5m)

Chainage
0+302.4

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
December
2019 to
February
2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Main
Working
Shaft No.4
SW – 04
(Length 3.0
Width 2.7)

Location on
YatinuwaraVeediya
and Kumara
Veediya Junction on
the Southern Side
In Front of the
Ellepola Petrol
Station
Chainage 0+315

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
December
2019 to
February
2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts -Implement traffic
management plan approved by the traffic management committee of
the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on publics
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Service
Working
Shaft No. 3

Located on
YatinuwaraVeediya
Chainage

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
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Construction
activity
SWS 03

Location

0+349.293
(Length 4.5m
Width 1.50m)

Impact
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road. Also,
restrictions
can be caused
to the
customer’s
access and
visibility of
the Nimalsiri
Enterprises
shop from
November
2019 to
February
2020

Mitigation Measure
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrian if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public
-Barricade the working shaft during day time and provide water
barricades around the walkways as additional safety.
(because of the short height of the water barricades visibility of the
shop will not be affected)
-Remove existing steel fence during construction period to ensure
safe and convenient access to the shop (AP has given the consent to
remove the fence and approval has been taken from the KMC)

Main
Working
Shaft No. 5
WS - 05
(Width 2.7
Length 7.0)

Located on
YatinuwaraVeediya
King’s Street
Junction on the
Northern side
Chainage 0+398.8

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure

location of the
road from
December
2019 to
February
2020

2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Service
Working
Shaft No. 4
SWS – 04
(Length 2.8m
Width 2.5m)

Located on
YatinuwaraVeediya
Colombo Street
Junction on
Northern Corner
Chainage
0+490

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road from
November
2019 to
February
2020

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public

Main
Working
Shaft No. 6
WS – 06
(Length 3.0m
Width 2.9 m)
&
Main
Working
Shaft No.7
WS - 07
(Length 4.8
Width 2.8
elbow shape)

Located on
YatinuwaraVeediya
& Kataragama
Devale rear access
lane
WS - 06
Chainage
0+408
WS – 07
Chainage
0+558.9

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road. Also,
restrictions
can be caused
to the
customer’s
access and
visibility of
the Laxman’s
Studio and
vehicular
access of the
Methodist
Church
especially on
Sundays from
December
2019 to
February
2020
(WS – 06
from Dec.
2019 to Feb.
2020)
(WS – 07
from Dec.
2019 to
Jan.2019)

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist to pedestrian if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public
-Remove existing steel fence during construction period to ensure
safe and convenient access to the shop and church (APs have given
consent to remove the fence and approval has been taken from the
KMC)
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Construction
activity

Location

Impact

Mitigation Measure
-Barricade the working shaft during day time and provide water
barricades around the walkways as additional safety.
(because of the short height of the water barricades visibility of the
shop will not get disturbed)

Main
Working
Shaft No.
WS- 08
(Length 2.5m
Width 2.4 m)

Located on the LHS
Of
YatinuwaraVeediya
when facing Hill
Street direction at
the entrance point of
Ali Mudukkuwa
Chainage 0+580

Pedestrian
and vehicle
movement of
the road will
be disturbed
due to
narrowing of
the specific
location of the
road. Also,
restrictions
can be caused
to the
customer’s
access and
visibility of
the Gemlight
shoe Palace
from
November
2019 to
December
2019

- Traffic diversion is not required. Plan to use half of the lane only at
the locations of operating working shafts
-Implement traffic management plan approved by the traffic
management committee of the KMC which includes;
1.Construction work will be carried out during night time to reduce
the impact on public
2.Placing the traffic signs and signals including pedestrian signals,
red flags, amber lights, blinkers, barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones
and lightening devices shall be used for special circumstances to
indicate the hazards during the night time to alert and visible the
construction site properly before commencing the works to
pedestrians and vehicle users
3.Two full time traffic wardens will be allocated to both side to
direct traffic movement
4.Stand by worker will be placed in the location
5.Unauthorized persons will not be allowed to enter the working area
6. The traffic control devices will be removed soon after finishing
the road affected works at 5.00 a.m. to facilitate the day time city
activities
7.Entire shaft area will be covered during day time with hard water
barricades
8.Demarcate the pedestrian walk around the water barricades to
provide walking path for pedestrians
9.Required machineries will be parked inside the covered area
10.Safety officers at the site will assist the pedestrians if needed
11.Provide display boards to inform the public
-Remove existing steel fence during construction period to ensure
safe and convenient access to the shop (AP has given consent to
remove the fence and approval has been taken from the KMC)
-Barricade the working shaft during day time and provide water
barricades around the walkways as additional safety.
(because of the short height of the water barricades visibility of the
shop will not get disturbed)
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3. Traffic Management Plan
The project will not affect the existing traffic arrangements in the city. Therefore, providing
alternative roads, traffic diversion, one-way traffic arrangement will not be required during
construction period. A stakeholder consultation was held with the participation of the members of
the traffic management committee, officials from the Traffic Police, Kandy Municipal Council,
and Road Development Authority on 07.04.2019 (See Annex 1 for minutes of the meeting). It was
agreed to conduct a traffic demonstration in the project impacted area. This demonstration was
held on 09.07.2019 with the participation of Traffic Police Officials. (See Annex 2 for minutes of
the traffic demonstration) Subsequently, the required traffic arrangement was prepared (See Annex
3 for traffic arrangement plan). The traffic management plan was presented to the Traffic
Committee on 9.10.2019 for its approval (See Annex 4 for traffic plan and Annex 5 for its
approval). Following main traffic arrangements were approved by the committee.


All works will be arranged in night time to reduce the impact to the public



Works shall minimize the inconvenience and potential hazard to all road users



Placing the traffic control devices according to safety plan



Regular checking of the function of the traffic control devices, especially in darkness



Removing the traffic control devices soon after finishing the road affected works



Safety officers will be kept alert for looking after the traffic control devices at the work
site



Usage of traffic signs, and traffic signals



Unauthorized persons should not be allowed to enter the working area.



Stand by worker will be maned near such areas



Safety officers of the contractor will assist traffic police officer during peak time



Area will be covered by water barriers



Sign boards will be displayed around the areas

A full day traffic demonstration was held on 17.10.2019.
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4.Public Consultations and Information Disclosure
Consultations were conducted with key stakeholders and the project affected persons.
4.1 Stakeholder Consultations
Initial stakeholder meetings were conducted to aware the stakeholders on the project and get
support for construction implementation. These meetings were conducted especially with Kandy
Municipal Council officials in order to get their support to stopover the sewer discharging to the
underground drainage from the residents and business places. The Chief Medical Officer of Health
in Kandy Municipal Council conducted a special program by visiting each and every residence
and business place in the entire Grid City area to aware them about the project and identified the
places which discharge their sewer to underground drainage. Some of them were given reasonable
time period to arrest the situation and legal action was taken against those who did not adhere to
the instructions of the KMC.
Later on, stakeholder consultations were mainly conducted to aware the stakeholder parties of the
project, Kandy Municipal Council, Police, Urban Development Authority, Department of
Archaeology, Road development Authority, Kandy Waste Water Management Project, Sri Lanka
Telecom, Ceylon Electricity Board and Dialog after awarding the contract.
Table 2:Summery of Stakeholder Consultation
Date
04.10.2017

20.02.2018

Type of
Consultation
Stakeholders

Stakeholders

Participation

Matters Discussed

Feedback from AP/Stakeholder

Medical Officer of
Health, Chief Public
Health Inspector,
Public Health
Inspectors,
Community Health
Helpers, Supervisors
of KMC, TTI
officials,
contractor’s officials
and SCDP officials

-Explained the
objectives of the sub
project, nature of
underground drainage,
existing situation
-KMC support needed
for the awareness
session in the tunnel
area in order to identify
the residents and
business places which
discharge sewer and
waste water to
underground drainage.

-KMC MoH agreed to provide a plan
allocating Public Health Inspectors and
Solid Waste Management Division
Community Health Helpers to aware the
residents and business places

Secretary,
Ministry of Road
Development,
Transport, Power

-Explained the
objectives of the sub
project, nature of

-The secretary informed that there is no
sewer or waste water discharging to the
canal from the ministry building.

-The participants agreed to start the
awareness sessions from 10th of October
2017 onwards and SCDP social team
agreed to provide basic awareness to
KMC team on 9th of October 2017 before
starting the public awareness session.
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20.02.2018

Stakeholders

and Energy and
Housing and
Construction of
Central Province,
PHI of KMC and
SCDP officials

underground drainage,
existing situation
-Nature of construction
and construction period
-Disturbances that
anticipated during the
construction period

-He nominated his coordinating secretary
for correspondence during the
construction period.

Additional District
Secretary,
Director/Planning,
District Engineer of
District Secretary
Office PHI of KMC
and SCDP officials

-Explained the
objectives of the sub
project, nature of
underground drainage,
existing situation
-Nature of construction
and construction period
-Disturbances
anticipated during the
construction period

-The Add. District Secretary requested to
pay attention for the dates that are
having special meetings in the new
auditorium

-Stakeholders consented to the
construction works

-Also informed that the newly constructed
waste water treatment plant helped to
arrest waste water discharging to the
canal
-District Engineer who was nominated for
future correspondence showed the waste
water treatment plant.
-Stakeholders consented to the
construction works

22.02.2018

22.02.2018

17.01.2019

Stakeholders

Stakeholder

Stakeholders

Deputy
Commissioner,
Department of
Labour, PHI of
KMC and SCDP
officials

Manager, Housing
Authority, PHI of
KMC and SCDP
officials

Mayor, Deputy
Mayor Municipal
Engineer, SCDP
officials, TTI
consultant officials
and contractor’s
officials

-Explained the
objectives of the sub
project, nature of
underground drainage,
existing situation
-Nature of construction
and construction period
-Disturbances
anticipated during the
construction period

The Deputy Commissioner nominated her
Maintenance Engineer for coordination
with the SCDP, the Maintenance
Engineer ensured that there is no waste
water diverted to the canal from his
building

-Explained the
objectives of the sub
project, nature of
underground drainage,
existing situation
-Nature of construction
and construction period
-Disturbances
anticipated during the
construction period

The Manager agreed to take actions to
stop waste water leaking to the canal
from one portion of his office.

-Support needed from
KMC to control sewer
lines connected to
underground drainage
tunnel and its
implications for
construction work
-Need of trial pit
excavations and parking

-KMC officials agreed to take necessary
actions against the building owners who
directed their sewer lines to underground
drainage tunnel

-Stakeholders consented to the
construction works

-Stakeholders consented to the
construction works

-KMC officials agreed to provide support
for vehicle parking needs of contractor in
project implementation area.
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15.03.2019

04.07.2019

Stakeholders

Stakeholders

KMC, Archaeology
department, traffic
police, Sri Lanka
Transport Board,
Passenger Transport
Service Authority,
SCDP, TTI and
Contractor’s
officials
Traffic Police
Senior Inspectors.
Team Leader,
Deputy Team
Leader, and
Engineers of TTI
consultant, Health
and Safety manager,
Deputy project
Manage and EESO
of Contractor, SCDP
officials

facilities for
contractor’s vehicles
along the project
implementation area
Implementation plan of
trail pit excavation

-Stakeholders consented for the
excavation works to be carried out during
night time
-Contractor agreed to reinstate the
excavated location following the
standards

-Shaft locations to be
established, proposed
construction activities
at the locations, time
frame of the
construction work and
proposed traffic
management
arrangements

-Contractor agreed to follow the
mitigation arrangements proposed by the
traffic police officials in two hotspots
-Decided to erect special traffic police hut
and deploy two traffic policemen
-Also, decided to conduct a
demonstration and get further assessment
on the impact to the traffic movement

4.2Individual Consultation
Parallel to stakeholder consultations, individual consultations were conducted with 197 places
which included residents, business establishments, government and private offices etc. in the Grid
City area. These consultations were conducted from 20.2.2018 to 10.3.2018 and the focus of the
consultations was to aware the people on the project, its implementation and implications due to
illegal sewer discharge to underground drainage tunnel. A leaflet printed in both in Sinhala and
English languages was also distributed to each place (See Annex 6 for a copy of the leaflet).
After demarcating the proposed working shafts and open trenches on ground in January 2019,
individual consultations were also conducted with potentially affected persons. During those
consultations, construction related impacts specifically during the installation of GRP liners, and
mitigation measures were discussed. SCDP social team initiated the consultations.
Moreover, another round of individual consultations was also conducted by the contractor.
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Table 3:Summery of Individual Consultations
Date

18.1.2019

Type of
Consultatio
n
Individual

Participation

Principal, St.
Sylvester’s College

22. 3.2019

21.1.2019

24.1.2019

Individual

M.H. Hussein
Gemlight Shoe
Palace

Matters Discussed

Feedback from
AP/Stakeholder

-Anticipated disturbances/
inconveniences during the
construction period

-Expressed willingness to
extend the support during
construction period
-Requested to conduct an
awareness program for
school children including
prefects

- Planned school activities
which can interfere with
construction activities

-The Principal agreed to
inform the contractor
regarding any special
school activities which will
extend up to the nightshift
to suspend the works
around the school on those
particular days. It was
agreed by the Contractor,
Consultant TTI and SCDP
-Shop owner requested to
have a see-through
barricade around the shaft
so that the visibility is
preserved during business
hours

The closure of the main
entrance of the shop during
construction period (one
month).
-Alternative option to open up
the entrance from the side
wall of the shop, which will
be restored to its original
condition after completion of
civil works.
-As the AP did not agree to
this option, the second option
was to close the shop for a
period of one month and the
income forgone during the
period will be compensated by
the project. As the shop
owner was not in agreement
to keep the shop closed, the
third option was
to reduce the size of working
shaft to enable the shop owner
to get 4 to 5 feet entrance
width to the shop from the
side of the existing entrance.

-The shop owner was
convinced of the third
alternative option and
given his consent in
writing. Furthermore, he
requested to mark the
entrance on the ground
-The Site Engineer of the
contractor agreed to do it
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23.3.2019

21.1.2019

Individual

23.3.2019

W. L.S.A.
Fernando
Laxman Studio

-Safety barricades to be
provided around the working
shaft and working hours
-Anticipated disturbances
during the construction period
Safety barricades to be
provided around the working
shaft and working hours

-Shop owner requested to
provide free access to the
studio premises on wedding
days
- Contractor agreed to
provide access
-AP agreed with the option
given

21.1.2019

Methodist Church

-Anticipated disturbances
during the construction period

-AP was informed to share
the information with the
management of the church
-AP requested to withhold
construction works on
Sundays and contractor
agreed with it.

2019/02/13

Rev. C. Niles
Ravishankar
Superintendent
Minister,
Methodist Church

-Anticipated disturbances
during the construction period
-Alternatives to be provided
during the construction period

-Rev. expressed their
willingness to extend the
support during construction
period
-He requested to stop the
construction work on
Sundays when they conduct
masses
-He also requested to send a
letter explaining the
anticipated impacts and a
sketch map of the affected
location to be presented to
the church management.
The project provided the
sketch map.

23.3.2019

Mr. R.M.
Ratnapala
Manager,
Methodist Church

-Safety barricades to be
provided around the working
shaft and working hours

-Methodist church
requested to leave free
access on Sundays and
special days such as
weddings and Christmas,
Easter and on Good Friday
-Contractor agreed to
provide access
-AP agreed with the option
given

M.D. Nimalsiri,
Nimalsiri
Enterprises

-Anticipated disturbances
during the construction period
-Rearranging the entrance
from the side of the shop. Use
water barricades to demarcate
the service area.

Expressed their willingness
to extend the support
during construction period
-Contractor agreed to make
arrangements to prepare the
access from the side,

21.1.2019

Individual

Individual
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7.2.2019

- TTI/TL and Consultant
instructed to reduce impact
area to enable the shop owner
to have additional entrance
space

placing the name board and
direction board and
restoring the access to its
previous condition after
completion of the
construction works.
-Expressed their
willingness to extend the
support during construction
period
-Contractor agreed to
prepare the steps to provide
access from the side
-Contractor agreed to
remove the fence situated
in front of shop

- The work schedules and the
shift work that has been
planned for the
implementation of the project.

-The owners requested not
to erect any barricades to
block the visibility of the
shop during working hours
and the pedestrians to have
free access and visibility
during dayshift.
-It was agreed and he gave
his consent for the
implementation of the
project.

21.2.2019

Individual

Moulavi Fazsar.
Meeraccam
Mosque

-Anticipated disturbances
during the construction period

- Moulavi expressed
willingness to extend the
support during construction
period
-He requested to stop
construction work in front
of the mosque from 12.00
p.m. to 1.00 p.m. on
Fridays as there will be
around 2,000 people who
come to the mosque for
their prayers

23.3.2019

Individual

Rev. Father. H.N.
Abraham,
St. Antony Church

- Construction program using
a layout drawing, work
schedules and the shift work
that have been planned for the
implementation of the project.

The church will inform the
contractor in advance and
make the necessary
arrangements if there are
any special church
activities other than Sunday
Mass, like church weddings
etc.
-Contractor agreed to take
necessary arrangements
-AP expressed willingness
to extend the support
during construction period
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5. Grievance Redress Mechanism
A Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) was established to receive any grievances/complaints
from the affected parties and the general public during the project construction period. The
membership of the GRC includes the Divisional Secretary- Gangawatakoralaya (Chairman),
Deputy Commissioner/ Kandy Municipal Council, Officer In charge/ Traffic Police, Executive
Engineer/ Road Development Authority, Assistant Director/ Archaeology Department, Deputy
Team Leader, TTI supervision consultant, Project Manager from the contractor and the Assistant
Project Director/Social /SCDP. It is expected to appoint two representatives from the affected
community. An orientation meeting for the GRC members was held on 04.01.2019 (See Annex 7
for meeting minutes). The GRC will continue for the duration of the project construction period.
The GEC will meet immediately whenever they receive a grievance/complaint, and will take
necessary measures to resolve them at the earliest.
Environment and Social Officer of the contractor is responsible to address the grievance at field
level. However, he/she will immediately inform the grievances/complaints received to the Social
Officer of SCDP. ESSO of the contractor will maintain a registry to record grievances reported
either verbally or in writing. ESSO and the SCDP Social Officer will immediately act on the
grievances reported and will take measures to resolve them at the site level, failing which they will
be forwarded to the above mentioned GRC for resolution.
The Project Affected Persons will be informed of the Grievance Redress procedure during
consultation sessions and display boards placed in the construction area. Following contact details
will also be provided to the Project Affected Persons and the general public.
Project Implementation Unit
Mr. Thilak Wickramasinghe
Assistant Project Director (Social)
Strategic Cities Development Project
Project Implementation Unit
274, George de Silva Mawatha
Kandy
+94 81 2229998
+94 71 8188150
Email: thilakwickramasinghe@yahoo.com
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6.Monitoring Arrangement
The project will establish a monitoring and reporting system for ensuring efficient and effective
implementation of the Social Impact mitigation Plan (SIMP). The implementation of the SIMP
will be monitored through an internal monitoring system carried out by the Social Unit. There will
be three levels of monitoring.
Field level monitoring
The Social Officer of SCDP and the coordinating officer of KMC together with a representative
of the supervision consultant will monitor the implementation status of SIMP at the field level.
Fortnight meetings will be conducted with the contractor to review the progress. The log book and
the grievance register will be regularly reviewed and updated as per the observations from the field
level monitoring.
PIU level monitoring
The DPD/Kandy and APD/Social in PIU together with the Municipal Commissioner and Chief
Engineer from KMC will monitor the overall implementation of the SIMP at monthly progress
review meetings d. The monitoring results will be documented and shared among relevant
stakeholders.
National level monitoring
The Project Director/Deputy Project Director (Social) will monitor the overall safeguards
management of the subproject through review of monitoring reports submitted by the preceding
two levels, subproject’s progress reports and field level inspections.
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6. Annexures
Annex 1: Stakeholder Consultation Minutes on Traffic Arrangement
Date

:04.07.2019

Participants

: Traffic Police Senior Inspectors, Team Leader/ and Deputy Team Leader and

Engineers/TTI consultant, Health and Safety Manager, Deputy Project Manager and ESSO of the
Contractor, Additional Project Director, Deputy Project Director, Assistant Project Director/Social
and Assistant Project Director /Environment, Component Engineer/SCDP
Matters Discussed
1.Explained the working shaft locations to be established
2.Proposed construction activities at the working shaft locations
3.Time frame of the construction program
4.Proposed Traffic Management arrangements
With introduction of the traffic plan, the police officials explained that two shaft locations; in
front of the Mira Makkam mosque and in front of Gunasena Book shop as the traffic hot
spots in Yatinuwara Veediya, informed

the following

mitigation arrangements for the

locations
1.Level the small islands on the junction and get additional space
2.Get half portion of the walk way with the approval of the KMC and use the area for vehicle
movement
3.Arrange day and night blinking lamps and traffic men.
4.Complete the work within two months as agreed toady
5. Requested special arrangement for the peak hours 6.30 am to 9.00 a.m. and 1 .00 p.m. to 2.30
p.m.
6.Decided to install special traffic police hut and deploy two policemen.
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7.Informed to follow public safety requirements.
8.Also decided to conduct a demonstration and get further assessment on the impact on the traffic
movement. This has been planned for 09.07.2019 at 10.a.m.
9. Based on the findings, informed to present the traffic management plan to the KMC traffic
committee.
Other shaft locations considered as marginal impacts to the traffic movement and police officials
ensured that they would be able to manage it.
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Annex 2: Minute of Traffic Demonstration
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Annex 3: Traffic Arrangement of Hill Street Junction
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Annex 4: Traffic Control Plan



















Before commencing any work, which disturbs the public vehicle, pedestrian etc., a risk
assessment will be conducted
Once significant risks and potentially affected people are identified, effective control
methods will be introduced
Approval of concerned road authorities should be obtained on suggested controls before
implementation of the traffic control plans.
All works shall minimize the inconvenience and potential hazards to road users.
All traffic control devices should be placed according to safety plan
The function of the traffic control devices should be checked regularly, especially in
darkness.
The behavior of workmen should always be good in order to gain the respect and
confidence of the public traffic.
As soon as a road affected work is finished, the traffic control devices should be
removed.
Safety officer should be responsible for the traffic control devices at the work site.
Always use as few traffic control devices as possible but as many as necessary.
Traffic control devices should always be used to enhance the orderly and safe movement
of motorized, non-motorized and pedestrian traffic.
These traffic control devices will consist of traffic signs, and traffic signals.
Barricade boards/tapes, traffic cones and lighting devices shall be used for special
circumstances to indicate the hazards. (During night work, construction site should be
properly visible)
Traffic signs shall be provided besides the shoulder / foot walk
Traffic signals including pedestrian signals, red flags and amber light
Pedestrian signals shall be used to assist pedestrians to cross or use the road safely.
Traffic control devices shall be used only where necessary after risk assessment of the
area/activities

Manhole /working shaft entry points









Road Right-of-Way should be cleared before starting any activity.
Unauthorized persons should not be allowed to enter the working area.
All traffic signs/devices should be ready before commencing the works.
Walkways should be free from obstructions
Stand by worker will be maned near such areas
Safety officers will assist traffic police officer during peak time
Area will be covered by water barriers
Sign boards will be displayed around the area
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Annex 5: Approval of Traffic Committee
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Annex 6: Leaflet
Sinhala
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Tamil
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Annex 7: GRC Minute
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Annex 8: Method Statement for Construction
The method statement approved by the supervision consultant describes the methods and
equipment to be used for entire tunnel rehabilitation work consisting of installation of GRP liners
and shot creating of eroded locations of the tunnel. Further, the method statement includes
construction of working shafts, open trenches and arrangements for shifting of utilities.
Simplified Method Statement for GRP Liner Installation under Yatinuwara Veediya as follows
1. Initial works involved to identify the alignment along the road and to identify the affected
people when GRP liners are being installed.
a. Survey the tunnel alignment and marks the Centre line of the tunnel and the edges
of the on Yatinuwara Veediya to identify the people who may get affected during
construction period.
b. Hack the invert and de-silt and push through templates and verify the dimensions
of the GRP liners.
c. Decode on the Dimensions, weights and the shapes of GRP liners.
d. Decide on how to incorporate the side drains merging from the Grid City area.
e. Identify the side drains which are emptying into YatinuwaraVeediya Tunnel Drains
(for identification of Secondary Working Shafts)
f. Identify the Roadside storm water inlets directly connected to the drainage tunnel.
g. Identify the collapsed locations and plan the rehabilitation works prior to
installation of GRP liners.
h. Monitor the fluctuation of Ground Water Table and plan drain holes if necessary.
i. Install the rain gauges in the catchment and install the flow gauges in the tunnel at
required locations and plan the evacuation program during bad weather periods.
j. Communicate with the Irrigation department and make arrangements to maintain
the Kandy Lake at low pool elevations to avoid flash floods.
k. Plan the waste disposal program.
l. Plan the storm water diversion during construction period.
m. Plan to curtail the illegal sewer diversions into the tunnel with assistance of KMC.
n. Plan the Workers safety arrangements during construction period.
o. Plan the safety of the general public during the construction period.
p. Plan the lighting inside the tunnel.
q. Plan the ventilation shaft locations and deployment of blowers.
r. Identify the previously rehabilitated locations on the tunnel where it needs
adjustments so that the GRP Liners can be pushed through. ( For Identification of
Main Working Shafts)
s. Take internal dimensions of the tunnel to verify the changing locations of the GRP
Liners.
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

t. Transfer the locations mentioned above to the surface to verify the locations to
identify the Main Working shafts to identify the Locations on the road to study their
impact at the ground level.
u. After Marking the Main Working Shafts, Open Trenches & Service Working shafts
on the ground level with the required dimensions of the opening size required at the
ground level.
v. After confirming the locations and the dimensions arrange to open up the trial pits
to identify the services which may get disturbed and plan the necessary shifting
prior to open up the shafts.
w. Decide on the time period required to leave these shafts to be left opened, same for
the Open Trenches and the Secondary Working Shafts.
x. Depending on the GRP Liners & the Manhole delivery days prepare a construction
Program.
y. Plan the pointing schedule for the brick liners
z. Plan the grouting program in between the GRP liners and the Brick liners.
Based on the construction program, Main Working Shafts and Secondary Working Shaft
do a social impact study and list out the conditions which are proposed by the affected
parties, shops and establishments.
Make necessary changes on the construction program to incorporate these requirements.
i.e. avoid the construction activities during Perahera period, plan the installation works for
the night shift, suspend the works on certain days to avoid social activities etc.
Prepare the traffic management plan during the construction period & the alterations on the
road furniture if required.
Get the conformation for the traffic management plan from the relevant authorities.
Incorporate all the social issues and prepare the final construction program.
Monitor the program during the construction period.
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Annex 9. Health and Safety Plan
Health and safety plan of the sub project comes under two main directions.
1. Safety of pedestrians and road users
2. Workers health and safety arrangements
Safety of Pedestrians and Road Users

As safety concerned company, following hazards are identified on pedestrians and apply control
measures as follows.
Table 4:Hazards and Control Measures Applying for Pedestrians
No
01

Hazards
Walk way obstruction

Control measures
Arrange alternative walk ways when needed
Display warning signs in three languages

02

Hit with vehicle

Only operated inside the demarcated areas

03

Fall on to pits

Barricade and all pits are closed at day time

04

Dust

Continuous Watering the area

In addition, following precautions will be implemented









Entire Working shaft area covered by 2m height corrugated sheets
Around the water barriers will be arranged to provide walk path for pedestrians
Project vehicle will be parked inside the covered area
Two full time signal men will be allocated to both side to direct traffic movement
Sufficient Blinking lights will be used to alert vehicles
All works will be arranged in the night time to reduce the impacts of publics
At night time two lanes will be used with vehicle direction arrangements
Safety officers at the site will assist to pedestrian if needed
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Workers Health and Safety Arrangement
The safety of workers also considered critically as they must work inside the under-ground tunnel
section. To mitigate potential hazards, the following precautions will be implemented
Proactive Precautions
Induction training will be conducted for all workers before starting the work
In addition, the following special trainings will be conducted periodically.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working at height
Lifting and supporting loads
Excavation
Electrical safety
Confined space entry
Casualty handling
Donning of breathing apparatus

Other Precautions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job safety analysis
Confined space entry permits
Gas testing prior to enter
Exhaust and blowers will be used to ventilate the tunnels
Only use 12V electrical supply for illumination inside the tunnels
All equipment will be checked and ensure their suitability before use
Work compliance check list will be used
Medical tests to ensure physical and mental ability of workers
Toolbox talk and safety oath are used before starting work
Keep stand-by vehicle full time at site to use in an emergency

Active Safety Precautions








Safety audit on the site (at least two audits per month)
Emergency mock drills (at least two times per month)
Safety observation tours
Two safety officers are full time deployed (one is inside the tunnel and other officer at
outside)
One communication unit and gas tester will be established
Two-way Communication equipment is used to communicate workers from tunnels
Three rain gauges installed hilly area to anticipate water flow of the tunnels

Following safety gear will be worn by workers inside the tunnels



Water waders
Gloves
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Helmet
Safety harness

Following safety gear will be worn by workers on ground





Gloves
Helmet
Luminous jackets
safety boot/safety shoes

Welfare Facility





Sanitary convenient is provided at separate building
Potable water is provided
First aid facilities are provided
Washing facility is provided

Separate comprehensive safety plan was prepared entire work on the project
The safety team consist qualified safety manager with 4 qualified safety officers.
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Annex 10: Photos
Stakeholder consultation conducted for KMC staff

Individual consultation

GRC Meeting

Traffic Demonstration conducted on 9.7.2019
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Traffic Demonstration conducted on 17.10.2019

Construction area
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